Year 8
Cubism

History of Cubism
What is Cubism
Cubism is an artistic movement, created by Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque, which uses geometric shapes when showing the human body and other forms.
Over time, the geometric touches grew so intense that they sometimes overtook the intended
forms, creating a deeper level of abstraction. Though the movement’s most potent era was in the
early 20th Century, the ideas and techniques of Cubism influenced many creative disciplines and
continue to influence experimental work.
The first Cubits paining is said to have been created in 1907 by Picasso, the painting has a heavy
influence of African tribal art which had inspired Picasso. The work was very different from art
movements before, moving away from Western ideals of paintings, containing blues and pinks to
represent emotion. Because of this drastic difference Picasso did not publicly show the work until
1916.
First Era of Cubism
The first era of Cubism is known as Analytical Cubism, which was defined by showing a subject
from different view points on the same canvas, this created a fractured, muti-dimentional effect–
further expressed by a limited pallet of colours. Picasso and Braque moved between human and
objects a subjects in order to keep Cubism fresh.
Second Era of Cubism
By 1912, Picasso and Braque had begun to include words in the paintings, this evolved into the
collage elements that dominate the Second Era– known as Synthetic Cubism. Works in this era
are well know for flattening subjects and brightening colours. The limited colour pallet of Cubism
broadened with Braque’s exploration into collage, sculptors started to experiment with Cubism.
Why do they look so weird?
Cubist paintings are not meant to look like real life, the artists look at their work from every possible angle and fit together all the different points of view.
Interesting Facts about Cubism

https://www.history.com/topics/art-history/history-of-cubism

•

Picasso and Braque did not
think Cubism should be abstract, but other artists, such as
Robert Delaunay, created
more abstract work. In this way
Cubism eventually helped to
spawn the Abstract Art movement.

•

Picasso also worked on Cubist
sculpture including his sculpture Head of a Woman.

•

Popular subjects for Cubism
included musical instruments,
people, bottles, glasses, and
playing cards.

Task 1
Create a title page for Cubism.
This will be similar to your African art Title page. You will
need to fill the page and use an A4 piece of paper.
On your title page you will need to include:


An illustrative and exciting title (CUBISM)



Image examples that you will collect of Cubists
work



Your own Cubist drawing



An exciting background



Facts about cubism

Success Criteria:


You will have a full
composition



Your page will be visually exciting to look
at



You will have used
Cubist design elements to inspire your
page

Task 2
Create a fact file for one of the following Cubist artists.






Georges Braque - Braque
is one of the founding fathers of Cubism along with
Picasso. He continued to explore Cubism for much of his
art career.
Robert Delaunay - Delaunay was a French artist who
created his own style of
Cubism called Orphism. Orphism focused on bright colors and the relationship between painting and music.
Juan Gris - Gris was a
Spanish artist who became
involved in Cubism early on.
He also was a leader in the
development of Synthetic



Fernand Leger - Leger had
his own unique style within
Cubism. His art began to
focus on popular subjects
and was an inspiration to
the creation of Pop Art.



Jean Metzinger - Metzinger
was a artist and writer. He
explored Cubism from a scientific standpoint as well as
an artistic one. He wrote the
first major essay on Cubism. Some of his famous
paintings include The Rider:
Woman with a Horse and
Woman with a Fan.

Your fact file should contain:


The artist name



Their date of birth



Death date (if dead)



Where did they study?



Where do they ger their inspiration from



What is their most famous piece
of work?



How much does their art work
cost?



A image of the artist



At least 1 image of their work

Task 3
Create an artist research page for Pablo Picasso
on an A4 piece of paper.
Your research page should include the
following:


A decorative title of Picasso



A study of one /two of Picasso’s
work– this means that you will
choose a piece of his art work and
draw it yourself!



A small paragraph discussing what
you like about his art work– explain
why



Choose one of the artists images to
talk about, describe what you can
see, what you like (and why) and
dislike ( and why) about it and the
title you would give to the work.



An interesting background

Task 4
You will be creating a drawing that looks at different
perspectives of an object.
Choose an object that you have at home
that is interesting. Place this in a space
and choose a spot to sit in (place 1)


You will be using ONE A4 plain piece
of paper to do this



Use a pencil to draw



Still in position 1 draw the OUTLINE
of the object



When done move to a different place
(P2)



In P2 ON THE SAME PIECE OF PAPER draw the outline of the object
over the first



When done move to P3



Repeat these steps until you have
explored multiple perspectives

Look at the shapes
that you can see in
the object from
each perspective

Task 5
Add your own colour to this Picasso image.

Colour Pencil Blending
TECHNIQUE
REMINDER
HELP PAGE.

Task 5
Using magazines or unwanted
photos cut out a range of faces
and facial features.
Using these create a collage inspired by the portraits painted by
Picasso.

Task 7
Create your own Cubist mixed media piece.
Find/ take an image of an object for this so that you have
reference material.
A mixed media piece involved
using different skills and techniques in one piece of art.
This can include drawing, collage, paining . These techniques will overlap each other
and work together until the
finished piece resembles the
reference image or photo .
Think of including


Collage, using a variety of
materials (card, magazine, newspaper, paper,
recyclable materials)



Drawing tone or colour



Painting



Any other appropriate
techniques

Task 8
Create your own Cubist image.
Pick an image that you would
like to turn into a cubist image , it can be anything that
you like– you may take a photo of this is you like.
Use the following steps to
help:








Identify the shapes that
you can see and draw
these overlapping them
USE A LIGHT TOUCH
Add any detail where you
can
Using colouring pencil (or
a normal pencil to add
tone) add colour to your
image, paying attention to
where the colours groups
are an how you would like
this arranged.
Finally make some of the
shapes stand out by
drawing around the outline in pen or dark pencil

Task 9
Create a 3D face inspired by Picasso using
cardboard and other recyclable materials.
You can use a Picasso
image to help you. Add
different layers to make
this 3D– also think about
the colours that you could
use and how you could

incorporate these in.

You will
need:
•

•

Carboard

Recyclable
materials

•

Glue

•

Scissors

•

Colour
pens

Task 10
Looking at the examples below create your own faces from
the watercolour splodges, using inspiration from Cubism.

Task 11
Complete the missing 1/2 of face, drawn by
Picasso.

Task 12
Below are facial features drawn in the style of Picasso.
Using these construct a Cubist face. Once you have the
outline colour the image in.

Task 13
Complete the right 1/2 of this portrait, using
the style of Picasso and Cubism

Task 14
Create a self portrait in the style of Cubism. Use a mirror or take
a selfie for reference. You may find that the facial features in
task 12 helpful.

